$2 Mr. T. Wright. Harmonic Tidal Constants
[Aug. 1, G. H. Darwin for the loan of the apparatus he devised to facilitate the summation of hourly tidal heights, and to the; Hydrographer, Admi ral Sir W. J. L. Wharton, who supplied me with the observations. The whole of the observations were reduced by the methods devised by Professor G. H. Darwin.* The observations made at the three first-mentioned ports were derived from copies of continuous diagrams made by automatic tide gauges; those at Brisbane and Sydney were times and heights of high and low water. The observations in every case extended over a period of about 1 year, and were almost complete. The breaks in the continuity of the observations were so short that approximate values could be easily inserted by interpolation with, very small risk of error.
From the automatic records at Ballina, Princess Royal Harbour, and Newcastle the hourly heights were read off to the nearest one-tenth of a foot. The range of the tide at these ports is small, and an attempt was made to use a smaller unit, one-twentieth of a foot. An experiment with one month's observations showed, however, that the hourly and daily sums for the month differed very slightly, whether the readings were taken to the nearest one-twentieth foot or to the nearest one-tenth foot only. Besides, when the diagrams for two con secutive days were placed end to end there frequently appeared to be a difference of at least one-twentieth of a foot between the end of one day's curve and the beginning of the next day's. For these reasons it was considered to be sufficient to work to the nearest one-tenth of a foot, and that length was adopted as the unit.
The heights being read off, the method followed was exactly that described by Professor Darwin, except in one detail. The S sheet (that is, the sheet which is used for obtaining the hourly sums for the S tides) was not used. These sums were made on the sheets on which the hourly heights were entered from the diagrams. As in Professor Darwin's method,, the hourly sums were made in groups of days which could be built up into the 30-days' period for the S tides and into the 74-days' period for the other tides. The daily sums were made through out the year (they are required for the long-period tides). By forming totals of these daily and hourly sums in appropriate groups they act as a check on each other, and the two sets of sums are settled.
The hourly heights for the first 74 days were then entered on the strips, the strips were pinned to the M sheet, and the additions made. The total of the 48 sums was checked against a corresponding total made up from the daily sums and the hourly sums for S. Agreement among these three totals is a check upon the copying on to the strips, and also upon the sums for M. This slight modification of forming the sums for S from the original heights as read off from the diagrams saves one shifting of the strips, and, if all goes well and the totals * 'Roy. Soc. Proc.,' rol. 48, pp. 277-340, and vol. 52, pp. 345-389.
agree, it seems hardly necessary to check the entering on the strips. In all other respects Professor Darwin's methods were followed exactly.
As already stated, the observations made at Brisbane and Sydney were the times and heights of high and low water. They were reduced by Professor Darwin's method. The observations were split up into four groups, each covering about one-fourth of a year. Each of these groups was separately reduced, and means of the four values of k and H for each tide was taken as the final constant. These separate values form a check on the work independently of the systematic method of verification which was adopted in each stage of the computation. In the case of the more important tides, the agree ment among the four values is very close. In the case of some of the smaller tides the differences are somewhat greater, but not great enough to make any serious difference in predictions based upon the constants.
The constants for the five ports are given, with others, below. The small value of H (0-159 foot) for M2 at Princess Royal Harbour gave rise to the suspicion that there was some error in the work. This value is, however, borne out by the value of H for M2 at Batavia (Java) given in the American Tide The constants for these ports have been deduced at various times during the past few years. Except in the case of some of the Hong Kong tides, constants for these ports have not yet been published, and the present opportunity is taken to include them with the others.
The observations made at Hong Kong, Swatow, and Whampoa were from records by automatic gauges; those at Cooktown and Cairn's Harbour were observations of times and heights of high and low water. They were reduced by the same methods as the observations at the other five ports. The observations for the Chinese ports were kindly supplied by the Chinese Customs authorities; those for Cooktown and Cairn's Harbour by the Hydrographer. There seemed reason to suppose that the observations at Whampoa had not been very good, and the results for the tides S6, R, Mi, M6, L, /*, 2SM, J, Mand Mm seem to be so uncertain that I have thought it best to omit them from the 
